
PARTICIPANTS JOURNAL
start your journey here!
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NAME:

WHERE I’M PLAYING 

 

WHO IS PLAYING WITH ME 

 

LINE OF tHE METRO
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This is the start of a very special journey that you’ll be taking with yourself, with a 
group of fellow participants and with a community. The GO Deep will be fun, but will 
also demand for you to do some work with yourself: are you ready to explore your 
limits? It’s a journey out there, as well as in you. Therefore this package is here with 
you the whole time to help you to go through the game and the process. 

Welcome to the GO deep!

GO Deep is a game for people who are open to step into a process of working in a 
community to transform it, while in the process learning how to grow and transform 
yourself as well. Change doesn’t need to be hard and difficult, it can and actually should 
be fun! 

WHAT IS GO DEEP?
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In the GO Deep there are three phases. A preparation you can already start from 
home by checking-in and preparing the journey. Then, with the group you’ll decide 
what is the path you want to walk together, and involve the community in a collective 
challenge… It will be a fun and deep path!
After going through this journey of transformation there’s a closing phase, to ground 
and spread the personal and collective new learnings.
During the journey you’ll need many tools, among your personal ticket! :-)

THE TOOLS OF THE GAME

- Journal: this book you have in your hands, that we suggest to bring always with 
you, to take notes and drawings!
- Facilitator guide: decide at the beginning of the journey who is the facilitator of 
the game. The guide has many tips that can help the process! Read it carefully if you 
are in the role of facilitator!
- Cards: there is a dock for each phase of the game: Preparation cards, then 6 
different lines, and Post cards.
- Emergency cards: in any journey there are emergency moments! Feel free to 
take a card according to the energy you feel is missing...
- Platform: it’s the place where you can download and upload the most important 
informations and materials of the game! You can download for free all the tools from 
the platform: we invite you to print everything before starting the game.

It is created as an exciting, useful and fun way to help youth workers and young people to 
learn together and to develop the skills they need to engage and transform communities.
The game can be facilitated by an external person or you can choose to facilitate it 
yourself as a group. Either which way,  keep in mind that this role is clearly defined at 
the start of the process and there is a Facilitator Guide to support this role.

The GO Deep background is a synthesis of two existing methodologies: The Oasis 
Game and Processwork. 
Oasis Game is a participatory transformation game to involve communities in realizing 
collective projects, based on local resources, talents and common dreams. 
Processwork or Process Oriented Psychology is an approach to facilitating individuals, 
groups and organization, carefully following the twists and turns of nature – revealing the 
creative patterns that lie within apparently chaotic and disturbing events and symptoms.



This journal is meant to follow all your personal and collective activities: to write 
down and draw what you discover, your personal learnings, your feelings during the 
path, it’s an important way to remember and ground informations. 
So we invite you, during the activities and from time to time when you are by yourself, 
to take a moment of reflection, and fix on the paper whatever you need and feel.
We’ve created some templates to support you in doing this, and you also can follow 
your creativity and use any other images or support can help you.

Let’s imagine this game as a journey in the middle of a chaotic city, where you have 
to move from a place to an other, using the Metro. Like in every journey there are 
some different phases:

Getting Ready: to arrive from your house to the metro station… What do you put 
in your bag? Which line you will take? Exploring resources (what you already have to 
travel) and needs: where do we want to go?
Metro Line: in this magic metro-line to go out from the tube you don’t need to 
show your ticket but you need to realize a final challenge with the people you’ll meet 
during the journey.. 
Arrival/Post: as in every journey you’ll arrive somewhere and you will discover 
something new, about the place and about yourself. What have you learned? It’s 
important to share your experience, to support other people to travel!
So, we’ve imagined to play this game in different levels, that also you’ll find as icon in 
the cards:
Personal: many activities have a personal reflection, because we believe that change 
starts within each one of us.
Group: many different people together make a group, a system, that has it’s own 
intelligence, that we believe is more than the sum of the parts! 
Community: how can we involve the community we are working within, to make 
our collective dream more sustainable? Get prepared to ‘go out’ and talk a lot with 
your neighbors!

HOW TO USE THIS TRAVEL JOURNAL

A PERSONAL, GROUP AND COMMUNITY JOURNEY
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Here a brief description of each line of the Metro: their topic are challenges that every 
group meets in its journey. What is the one that is more relevant for you now?

Vision The vision line explores hopes, dreams and desires for the future. What 
different ideas exist inside you, in your team and out there in the individuals and 
groups that make up your community. When dreams are shared and developed 
together they give hope and direction. With this direction plans can be made. Without 
a vision communities are often lost.

Diversity The diversity line helps you and your team to explore the diversity in the 
neighbourhood and community. When people understand differences then this can 
have a big impact on relationships and also on what communities can practically do. 
Sometimes people are scared by differences but meeting new people and getting to 
know the difference can often surprise us and it provides a lot the raw material for 
human creativity.

Feelings Finding out about how we feel can really help everyone. Many people 
have emotions and feelings about life, their neighbourhood and community but never 
get a chance to explore or to express these emotions. This can be a crucial first step 
to building community and a sense of solidarity amongst people who have not yet 
connected with each other .

Creativity To awaken creativity, is to awaken the resources you have available in 
yourself, in a group and in the community. Creativity builds on itself, so that the more 
a community knows about the creative resources and talents it has the more willing 
others are to show theirs. Expressing creativity resources faith in what people can do 
and excites other people to develop their own creativity too.

Togetherness This line explore how we are all connected. We all make an impact 
on other people and others affect how we are. We often don't realise how a wall 
change that we make can make a huge difference to others. This line explores the 
idea …“I am because you are and because we are therefore I am.”

Power Most of us are not good at recognising our own power or estimating 
correctly  the power of other people. Many things affect how we think of ourselves 
and other people and so this line explores how our perceptions can be brought up to 
date and how we can clearly identify our personal and collective power so we can all 
make a difference. 

THE METRO LINES
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preparation 

VISION
line  

creativity
line

feelings
line

togetherness
line   

DIVERSITY
line 

power 
line 

emergency 

care

energizer

reflection

arriving

GETTING 
READY
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Remember that all the activities have an assigned amount of time, is really important 
to respect this time otherwise you will lose the train!

Time is a challenge, and can become an ally!

TIME

What you need in your backpack to travel within the game? It’s important to get ready 
before starting the journey...
Here a list of material you should bring with you in your backpack. Some material ore 
needed whatever line you choose, other are specific for each line. If you don’t have 
something… be creative and find alternative solutions!

Travel journal: this you have in your hands, but also an other journal if you need!
Paper: white and coloured, different sizes...
Pencil
Pen
Flipchart (if you have one)
map of the neighbour (needed for feeling line, but always useful!) 
Puppets: you can also do them by yourself...
Pieces of fabric to make blind-folders
Recognition elements (hut, t-shirt…)

GET PREPARED FOR THE JOURNEY!
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Here the entry ticket for your journey! Copy it in a different sheet of paper or 
complete it directly here… you can write or you can draw. Express yourself and 
connect with your talents and dreams!

ENTRY TICKET (getting ready - card 2)
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Here a simple template that can support you to have access to the qualities of your 
inner superhero: you can use it directly writing on it, or draw your personal one!

EXPRESS YOUR SUPERHERO (getting ready - card 4)
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Natural

Architectural/constructed

People/human

Creative

BEAUTIES

During the course of the preparation phase you’ll go out into the community to look 
for beauties, resources and stories. It’s important to make use of the power of the 
collective intelligence of the group and put all the outcomes in a clear overview. The 
best way is to get a big piece of paper and to make several segments. Create a sheet 
with this structure to collect all contributions!
Proposed segments for a good overview are:

How to harvest together 

BEAUTIES Resources
Natural Natural

People/human Material

Architectural Organizational

Creative Human talents
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Use these pages whenever you’ll go out to discover the beauties of the community. 
You’ll be surprised by what you’ll find, take note of them here!

DISCOVERING BEAUTIES - (getting ready - card 8)
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Going out to connect with people are behind the beauties, take notes here of their 
stories and how you experienced building the connection. 

DISCOVERING STORIES (getting ready - card 9)
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Write and draw here anything you need during the journey!
What are you learning and experiencing?

PERSONAL NOTES, INSIGHTS AND REFLECTIONS
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CLOSING THE GAME: TAKING OUT THE LESSONS AND MOVING FORWARD

After going through one or various lines of the Go deep game, at one point you all 
decided it’s time to check out and move forward. In the cards of the ‘post-phase’ 
you’ll be asked to reflect on the experience and go online. So the very last step of the 
process is to go to our go deep platform and take three steps to finalize the game:

Step 1: Share your key-reflections online. On the platform you’ll find a section in 
which you can upload a blog with text and pictures for others to get inspired by your 
experience. See if you can touch in the text of your blog upon the following points; 
- how was the experience, what happened and how was it for you?
- share an experience that brought you a key-learning. 
- how it was to work in the group and in the community
- what are you taking with you of this experience.

Step 2: fill in the survey and give us your feedback. We’ve taken the initial step of 
bringing together the two main inspirations Oasis Game and Process work to form 
the Go deep game. There are many more possibilities that lie in the work of both 
methods and we want to keep improving and innovating the game. So please give us 
feedback to make it the best possible. 

Step 3: The last step is to get your golden ticket! A certificate of participation. Surely 
you’ve learned a lot, although it’s not been an experience of taking a traditional class. 
Yet we want to give the opportunity for you to be recognized for your participation 
as well as the aspects you learned about yourself, about groupwork and the world.

Wanna remember how to get online? Perhaps still do the first task? Follow these 
steps;

Step 1: Go to http://www.godeep-project.eu/ 
Step 2: Sign up with your email, name, password, etc... 
Step 3: sign in to the platform and click in the left hand menu ‘courses’
Step 4: open the course ‘go deep’ 
Step 5: Find the different phases of the journey on the platform, enjoy looking around
Step 6: Go to the ‘post-phase’ and find some of the steps already open for you to fill 
in till the next challenge arrives.
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PERSONAL NOTES



PERSONAL NOTES
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PERSONAL NOTES
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